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Design of the Divertor Thomson Scattering System

on DIII-D _

T.N. CARLSTROM, a) J.H. FOOTE, D.G. NILSON, AND B.W. RICE

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California

Local measurements of ne and Te in the divertor region are nec-

essary for a more complete understanding of divertor physics. We

have designed an extension to the existing multipulse Thomson scat-

tering system 1 to measure ne in the range 5 × 10is to 5 × 1020 m -3,

and Te, 5-500 eV, with 1 cm resolution from 1-21 cm above the

floor of the DIII-D vessel (8 spatial channels), in the region of the

X-point for lower single-null diverted plasmas. One of the existing 8,o

20 Hz, Nd:YAG lasers will be redirected to a separate vertical port,

and viewed radially with a specially designed f/6.8 lens. Fiber op-

tics carry the light to additional polychromators whose interference

filters have been optimized for low T¢ measurements. Other aspect

of the system, including the beam path to the vessel, polychromator

a) General Atomics, San Diego, California 92186-9784.



design, real time data acquisition, laser control, calibration facility,

and DIII-D timing and data acquisition interface will be shared with

the existing multipulse Thomson system. An in-situ laser alignment

monitor will provide alignment information for each laser pulse.



I. INTRODUCTION

The divertor heat flux and particle exhaust are critical issues in

the design of ITER. The physics understanding associated with these

issues is receiving increased attention through the advanced divertor

program on the DIII-D tokamak. Contributing to this effort, mea-

surements of basic plasma parameters such as density and electron

temperature in the divertor are necessary for a more complete under-

standing of divertor physics. Although the plasma edge is fairly well

diagnosed in the main body of the DIII-D plasma through Thomson

scattering and other diagnostics, there are no ne or Te measurements

made in the divertor except for Langmuir probes on the divertor floor.

Discrepancies between the total power inferred from Langmuir probe

measurements and infrared camera measurements indicate that we

may not have a complete understanding of the sheath physics near

the divertor floor. Measurements of ne and Te along the separatrix

between the divertor floor and tile X-point are useful for understand-

ing the physics of the divertor operation and for testing and bench-

marking simulation codes such as LEDGE and DEGAS.



The multipulse Thomson scattering diagnostic on DIII-D I has

demonstrated its capabilities for reliable and accurate ne and Te pro-

files, including scrape-off-layer measurements down to 10 eV. It con-

sists of 8, 20 Hz, Nd:YAG lasers, 40 spatial channels, and a real-time

data acquisition and computer control system. We are extending this

system by adding another collection lens and redirecting one of the

existing lasers beams to the divertor region.

II. EXPERIMENTALARRANGEMENT

In order to utilize as much of the existing hardware as possible,

the laser beam is introduced into the divertor region through a vertical

port at the same toroidal location as the present system. This allows

the beam line and tower structure, which holds the final laser steering

mirrors, focussing lens and the collection lens, to be used by both

systems. A cross-section of the machine is shown in Fig. 1. To reduce

stray laser light, baffles have been designed which collimate scattered

light from the input and exit windows into the opposite port. A



beam dump, energy monitor, and alignment camera are mounted just

outside the laser exit window.

Because access to the open divertor of DIII-D is limited by the

presence of a bias divertor ring, a cyropump, and a large baffle plate

surrounding the cyropump, the collection optics could not be placed

at the closest port but is placed just above the interfering hardware

as shown in Fig. 2. The f/6.8 collection lens has a magnification of

0.29 and is made with two elements with a mirror between them so

the first aspheric surface can be as close to the scattering volume

as possible. The laser beam from 1-21 cm above the divertor floor

is imaged on an array of 8, 1.5 mm x 3.0 mm fiber bundles. The

projected area of the fiber at the scattering volume is about 5 mm x

10 mm, which allows some misalignment tolerance of the 3.5 mm

diameter laser beam. The spatial locations can be selected from an

array of fiber mounting locations, with a resolution of about 15 mm.

A guard window, vacuum window, and shutter are mounted on a

re-entrant port as shown in Fig. 3.



III. DETECTION SYSTEM

The detection system uses the same polychromators 2, silicon

avalanche photodiodes 3, and data acquisition 4 as the existing Thorn-

son system except that the interference filters in the polychromators

have been optimized for low temperature. The expected range of ne

and Te values in the divertor are estimated from previous Langmuir

probe measurements, edge Thomson scattering, and computer simu-

lations to be in the range of 5 × 10 :s to 5 × 1020 m -3, and 5-500 eV.

Eight polychromators (4 existing and 4 additional) will have interfer-

ence filters optimized for this range.

Using the filter transmissions shown in Fig. 4, the relative error

in ne and Te has been calculated using a simulation code which in-

cludes the effect of excess noise of the detectors due to the avalanche

process, electronic noise of the amplifiers, background light estimated

from data taken with the present Thomson system, and various ge-

ometrical aspects of the system. Figure 5 shows the calculated rela-

tive error as a function of temperature for a density of 5 × 10:9 m -a
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Errors less than 10% are achieved for Tc down to 5 eV with measure-

ments possible to about 2 eV. The critical aspect of the polychromator

that permits this low temperature capability is the narrow bandwidth

(2.0 nm) interference filter closest to the laser line (central wavelength

1062.0 nm). This filter is placed last in the polychromator cascade

and a modified mount is used so that incident light can strike it nor-

mally instead of at 4 degrees. Rejection of the laser line at 1064.3 nm

is expected to be 10-5 .

Detector electronics provide a pulsed channel output where the

background light has been subtracted with a delayline technique. This

allows full range of the 11 bit gated integrator to be utilized for the

Thomson scattered signal. A DC coupled channel provides back-

ground light signals so that error bars can be estimated accurately.

The DC channel also permits calibration using standard DC light

sources.



IV. CALIBRATION AND ALIGNMENT

In order to measure low temperatures, an accurate wavelength

calibration is necessary. We use a computer controlled monochroma-

tor with 0.1 nm resolution. A precise calibration of the monochro-

mator at the laser wavelength is obtained by illuminating the input

slit with a portion of the laser output. Relative channel to channel

gain is obtained using a calibrated photodiode traceable to NBS stan-

dards (EGG model 640). Absolute gain is calibrated using Rayleigh

scattering in argon.

Because of access difficulties, a laser beam alignment target

which enters the vacuum will be omitted and we will rely instead on

a careful initial alignment of the collection lens and fibers when the

machine is vented and on in-situ alignment monitors which indicate

the transverse alignment of each laser pulse. 5 Feedback alignment of

the laser beam along the beam line is provided by cameras.
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Figure 1. Overview of the Thomson scattering system showing the location of the existing laser beam path
and the proposed divertor beam path. The collection lenses are mounted to the tower structure that holds
the laser beam input optics. The two systems share the laser beam line and polychromator racks.
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Figure 3. Detail of the collection lens assembly.
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Figure 4. Proposed interference filter transmission functions for a 5 channel, low temperature
polychromator. "
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